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Abstract
In this paper we consider a von Kármán plate system with memory condition at the
boundary. We prove the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding solutions. We
establish an explicit and general decay rate result using some properties of the
convex functions. Our result is obtained without imposing any restrictive assumptions
on the behavior of the relaxation function at inﬁnity. These general decay estimates
extend and improve on some earlier results-exponential or polynomial decay rates.
Keywords: von Kármán plate; general decay; memory term; relaxation function;
convexity
1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the general decay of the solutions to a von Kármán plate
system with memory condition at the boundary:
utt +u = [u, v] in  × (,∞), (.)
v = –[u,u] in  × (,∞), (.)
v = ∂v
∂ν










g(t – s)Bu(s)ds =  on  × (,∞), (.)
u(x, y, ) = u(x, y), ut(x, y, ) = u(x, y) in , (.)
where  is a bounded domain of R with a smooth boundary . Let us denote by ν =
(ν,ν) the external unit normal vector on  and by τ = (–ν,ν) the corresponding unit
tangent vector. The relaxation functions g, g ∈ C(,∞) are positive and nondecreasing.
The von Kármán bracket is given by
[u, v] = uxxvyy – uxyvxy + uyyvxx.
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Here, B, B denote the diﬀerential operators










uxy + νν(uyy – uxx)
and the constant μ ∈ (,  ) represents Poisson’s ratio.
From the physical point of view, this system describes the transversal displacement u
and the Airy-stress function v of a vibrating plate. We know that the memory eﬀect de-
scribed in integral equations (.) and (.) can be caused by the interaction with another
viscoelastic element. Problems related to equations (.)-(.) are interesting not only from
the point of view of PDE general theory, but also due to its applications in mechanics.
The problem of stability of the solutions to a von Kármán system with dissipative ef-
fects has been studied by several authors [–]. Rivera and Menzala [] considered the




utt – hutt +u –
∫ t
 g(t – τ )u(τ )dτ = [u, v] in  × (,∞),
v = –[u,u] in  × (,∞),
v = ∂v
∂ν
=  on  × (,∞),
u = ∂u
∂ν
=  on  × (,∞),
Bu –B{
∫ t
 g(t – τ )u(τ )dτ } =  on  × (,∞),
Bu – h ∂utt∂ν –B{
∫ t
 g(t – τ )u(τ )dτ } =  on  × (,∞),
u(x, y, ) = u(x, y), ut(x, y, ) = u(x, y) in .
(.)
The equations describe small vibration of a thin homogeneous, isotropic plate of uniform
thickness h. They studied that the energy decays uniformly exponentially or algebraically
with the same rate of decay as the relaxation function. Later, Raposo and Santos [] proved
the general decay of the solutions to von Kármán plate model (.) under condition on g
such as
g ′(t)≤ –ξ (t)g(t), ξ (t) > , ξ ′(t) < , t ≥ , (.)
where ξ is a diﬀerential function. This result generalized on the earlier ones in the liter-
ature. Kang [] established an explicit and general decay rate result for von Kármán sys-
tem (.) with nonlinear boundary damping h(ut). Kang improved the results of [] with-
out imposing any restrictive growth assumption on the damping function h and strongly
weakening the usual assumptions on the relaxation function g . Kang [] showed the expo-
nential decay result of solutions for von Kármán equations (.) without the assumption
(.). She studied that solutions decay exponentially to zero as time goes to inﬁnity in case




g ′(t) + γ g(t)
)
eαt dt < +∞, ∀t ≥  (.)
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for some γ ,α > . It is clear then that we are allowing g ′(t) to take negative values. The ker-
nel g(t) may oscillate. This result improved on the earlier ones concerning the exponential
decay. Recently, Kang [] considered the exponential decay for vonKármán equations (.)
with acoustic boundary conditions when relaxation function satisﬁes (.). The construc-
tion of the Lyapunov function is based on the multiplier method.
On the other hand, Rivera et al. [] studied the stability of the solutions to a von Kár-
mán system for viscoelastic plates with memory eﬀect in the boundary. They proved that
the solution of system (.)-(.) decays uniformly exponentially or polynomially with the
same rate of decay as the relaxation function. Later, Santos and Soufyane [] improved
the decay result of []. They assumed that the resolvent kernels satisfy
ki() > , ki(t)≥ ,




, ∀t ≥  (i = , ),
(.)
where γi :R+ →R+ is a function satisfying the following conditions:




They studied that the energy decays with a rate of decay similar to the relaxation functions,
which are not necessarily decaying like polynomial or exponential functions. Motivated
by their results, we prove the general decay of the solution for a von Kármán plate system





, ∀t ≥  (i = , ), (.)
whereH is a positive function, withH() =H ′() = , andH is linear or strictly increasing
and strictly convex on (, r] for some  < r < . The proof is based on themultipliermethod
andmakes use of some properties of convex functions including the use of general Young’s
inequality and Jensen’s inequality. We establish an explicit decay rate result that allows a
wider class of relaxation functions and generalizes previous decay results of [, ].
Moreover, there exists a large body of literature regarding viscoelastic problemswith the
memory term acting at the boundary. Cavalcanti et al. [] considered the existence and
uniform decay rates of solutions to a degenerate system with a memory condition at the
boundary. Santos [] and Santos et al. [] proved the decay rates for solutions of a Timo-
shenko system and a nonlinear wave equation of Kirchhoﬀ type with a memory condition
at the boundary, respectively. Park and Kang [] investigated the asymptotic behavior of
the solutions of amulti-valued hyperbolic diﬀerential inclusionwith a boundary condition
of memory type. Precisely, denoting by k the resolvent kernel of –g ′/g(), they proved that
the energy of the solution decays exponentially (polynomially) to zero provided k decays
exponentially (polynomially) to zero. Messaoudi and Soufyane [], Mustafa and Mes-
saoudi [] and Kang [, ] obtained the general stability for wave equation, the Timo-
shenko system and Kirchhoﬀ plates with viscoelastic boundary conditions under condi-
tion k satisfying (.), respectively.Mustafa andAbusharkh [] proved the general decay
for plate equations with viscoelastic boundary damping when resolvent kernels ki satisfy
(.).
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Besides, Mustafa and Messaoudi [, ] investigated the general stability result of vis-
coelastic equation for relaxation function g satisfying (.). These conditions on H are
weaker than those imposed in [].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section  we present some notations and material
needed for our work. In Section  we prove the general decay of the solutions to the von
Kármán plate system with memory condition at the boundary.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we present somematerial needed in the proof of ourmain result. Through-








For a Banach space X,‖ · ‖X denotes the norm of X. For simplicity, we denote ‖ · ‖L() and






















a(u,u) is equivalent to H(), that is,
c‖u‖H() ≤ a(u,u)≤ c˜‖u‖H(),
where c and c˜ are generic positive constants. This and the Sobolev imbedding theorem
imply that for some positive constants Cp and Cs,
‖u‖ ≤ Cpa(u,u) and ‖∇u‖ ≤ Csa(u,u), ∀u ∈H(). (.)
We assume that there exists x ∈R such that
 =
{
x ∈  : ν(x) · (x – x) > 
}
. (.)
We deﬁnem(x) = x – x and R = maxx∈ |m(x)|.
The following identity will be used later.
Lemma . ([]) For every u ∈H(), we have
(












m · ν[uxx + uyy + μuxxuyy + ( –μ)uxy]d.
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Now, we introduce the relative results of the Airy stress function and von Karman
bracket [·, ·].
Lemma . ([]) Let u, w be functions in H() and v in H(), where  is an open







Now, we use the boundary conditions (.) and (.) to estimate the terms Bu and Bu.
Denoting by




the convolution product operator and diﬀerentiating equations (.) and (.), we arrive
at the following Volterra equation:
Bu + g()g
′











Applying Volterra’s inverse operator, we have




+ k ∗ ∂ut
∂ν
}
, Bu = g() {ut + k ∗ ut},








Assuming throughout the paper that u ≡  on  × (,∞) and deﬁning τ = g() and















ut + k()u + k′ ∗ u
}
. (.)






∣∣v(t) – v(s)∣∣ ds.
By diﬀerentiating the term g v, we obtain the following lemma for the important prop-
erty of the convolution product operator.
Lemma . For g, v ∈ C([,∞) :R), we have
(g ∗ v)vt = – g(t)
∣∣v(t)∣∣ + g
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We consider the following assumptions on k and k.
(A) The resolvent kernels ki :R+ →R+ (i = , ) are twice diﬀerentiable functions such
that
ki() > , limt→∞ki(t) = , k
′
i(t)≤ ,
and there exists a positive functionH ∈ C(R+), andH is a linear or strictly increasing and





, ∀t > . (.)
The energy of system (.)-(.) is given by
E(t) = ‖ut‖
 + a(u,u) +

‖v‖




















The well-posedness of von Kármán system plates with boundary conditions of memory
type is given by the following theorem.
Theorem . ([]) Let ki ∈ C(R+) be such that ki, –k′i ,k′′i ≥  for i = , . If (u,u) ∈
H() ∩ L(), then there exists a unique weak solution for system (.)-(.). Moreover,
if (u,u) ∈ (H() ∩ H()) × H(), then the solution of (.)-(.) has the following
regularity:
u ∈ C([,T] :H()) ∩C([,T] :H()), v ∈ C([,T] :H()∩H()).
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem . Assume that (A) holds. Suppose that D is a positive C function, with





ds < +∞ for i = , . (.)
Then there exist positive constants c, c, c and  such that the solution of (.)-(.) sat-
isﬁes












Moreover, for some choice of D, if
∫ 
 H(t)dt < +∞, then we obtain
E(t)≤ cG–(ct + c), (.)








In particular, (.) is valid for the special case H(t) = ctp for ≤ p <  .
Remark . () From (A), we conclude that limt→+∞(–k′i(t)) =  for i = , . This implies
that limt→+∞ k′′i (t) cannot be equal to a positive number, and so it is natural to assume that









, ∀t ≥ t. (.)




) ≤ d, ∀t ∈ [, t] (.)
for some positive constants d and d. Since k′i is nondecreasing, k′i() <  and k′i(t) < ,
we have
 < –k′i(t)≤ –k′i(t)≤ –k′i(), ∀t ∈ [, t]. (.)











k′′i (t)≥ –dk′i(t), ∀t ∈ [, t], i = , , (.)
for some positive constant d.
() By using the properties ofH , we can prove that the functionH is strictly decreasing
and convex on (, ], with limt→H(t) = +∞. Thus, Theorem . ensures
lim
t→+∞E(t) = .
Remark . The well-known Jensen’s inequality will be of essential use in establishing
our main result. If F is a convex function on [a,b], f :  → [a,b] and h are integrable
functions on , h(x)≥ , and ∫


















In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions for system (.)-(.).
To prove the decay property, we ﬁrst obtain the dissipative property of system (.)-(.).
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From the boundary conditions (.) and (.) and Lemma ., we have
































m · ∇u + u
}
ut dx.
The following lemma plays an important role in the construction of the Lyapunov func-
tional.
Lemma . There exists C >  such that
′(t) ≤ – ‖ut‖


































(m · ∇u) + u
](

































(m · ∇u)[u, v]dx. (.)
According to Lemma ., we have
∫

(m · ∇u)[u, v]dx =
∫





(m · ν)|v| d. (.)
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≤ c(Cp +Cs)a(u,u) + c
∫













(m · ν)|ut| d – ‖ut‖
 –
(




















k′ ∗ u(t) = –(k′ ◦ u)(t) + u(t)[k(t) – k()].















ut + k(t)u – k′ ◦ u
}
. (.)
Substituting (.) and (.) into (.) and choosing  small enough, we have estimate
(.). 
Let us consider the following binary operator:








Then, applying Hölder’s inequality for ≤ α ≤ , we get




](|k|α  v)(t). (.)
Proof of Theorem . Let us introduce the Lyapunov functional
L(t) :=NE(t) +(t)
with N > .
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Using (.), (.) and (.) with α =  , we obtain
L′(t) ≤ – ‖ut‖


















































Taking N large, for some positive constant β ,

























d, ∀t ≥ t. (.)
On the other hand, it is not diﬃcult to see that L(t) satisﬁes
qE(t)≤ L(t)≤ qE(t) (.)
for some positive constants q, q. Using (.), (.) and (.), we have

























































d ds, ∀t ≥ t, (.)
where τ = min{τ, τ}. We take L(t) = L(t) + Cdτ E(t), which is equivalent to E(t), and use
(.) to get
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(A) The general case: This case is obtained on account of the ideas presented in [, ]




)–(s) –H[(H ′)–(s)], if s ∈ (,H ′(r)] (.)
and H∗ satisﬁes the following Young’s inequality:




,B ∈ (, r]. (.)






















where H is such that (.) is satisﬁed. From (.), (.) and trace theory, and choosing t
even larger if needed, we ﬁnd that η(t) and ξ (t) satisfy
η(t) < , ξ (t) < , ∀t ≥ t. (.)



































≤ α, i = , , (.)
for some positive constant α. Then, using (.), (.) and (.) and choosing t even












Similarly, we deduce that χ (t) ≤ min{r,H(r),H(r)}. Since H is strictly convex on (, r]
and H() = , then
H(λx)≤ λH(x) (.)
provided ≤ λ ≤  and x ∈ (, r]. Using (.), (.) and Jensen’s inequality (.), we have






































































, ∀t ≥ t. (.)









αF(t)≤ E(t)≤ αF(t) (.)
for some α,α > . Also, by  < r, E′ ≤ , we get  E(t)E() < r. Using (.), (.), (.), (.)
and (.) and the fact that E′ ≤ , H > , H ′ >  and H ′′ >  on (, r], we obtain



















































































κ(t) + χ (t)
)
+ dE′(t)
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where α >  andH(t) = tH ′(t). By the strict convexity ofH on (, r], we see thatH(t) >
, and H ′(t) =H ′(t) + tH ′′ (t) >  on (, ]. We take
K(t) = αF(t)E() ,
which is clearly equivalent to E(t). Using (.), (.) and H ′ > , we get












, ∀t ≥ t,
where k = ααE() > . Then, using the properties ofH, the fact thatH is a strictly decreas-
ing function on (, ] and limt→H(t) = +∞, we obtain, for some k,k > ,





H(s) ds. Using (.) and (.), we have (.). Moreover, if
∫ t
 H(t)dt <
+∞, then ∫ +∞ H– (t)dt < +∞. From (.) we get
∫ +∞
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∣∣u(t) – u(t – s)∣∣ d ds
)
.






















L′(t)≤ –βE(t) +CH–(κ(t)) +CH–(χ(t)), ∀t ≥ t.
Hence, repeating the same procedures, we see that for some c, c and c > ,






(B) The special case H(t) = ctp and ≤ p <  :
Case . p = : Using (.) and (.), estimate (.) yields, for all t ≥ t,























L + Ccτ E
)′
(t)≤ –βE(t), ∀t ≥ t.
From (.) we know that L + Ccτ E ∼ E. Hence, we easily get











sc ds = –
ln t
c .
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)–δ ds <∞, i = , , (.)
for any δ < –p. Using (.) and (.) and choosing t even larger if needed, we conclude

























































)–δ ds < .







































































































Therefore, using (.) and (.), we see that (.) yields, for δ =  ,












γ+ = , we have














Choosing ε < β , we get, for some C > ,
L′(t)≤ –CLγ+ (t),






















∣∣u(t) – u(t – s)∣∣ d ds≤ c
∫ t














E(s)ds < +∞. (.)
Then, by (.), (.), (.), (.) and Hölder’s inequality, estimate (.) gives




















































≤ –βE(t) + c(–E′(t)) p . (.)
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a + tq , ∀i = , ,








q( + q – at)
( t – a)

q











( t – a)
+ q
,




By taking D(t) = tα , (.) is satisﬁed for any α > qq– . Hence, an explicit rate of decay can be
obtained by Theorem .. The function H(t) =H(tα) has derivative
H ′(t) =
qαtα–[ + q – atα]








[ (s)α – a]

q
qαs(s)α–[ + q – a(s)α]
ds.




















q u– α du.
Using the fact that the function f (u) = (u – a)

q is increasing on (a, +∞) and (u – a) q < u q
and taking  < a–

α , we get
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α(q – α – αq)[ + q – aα ]
< +∞.
Taking 



































q– dv = 
















q + ( + q – a)t]q
.
Hence we can use (.) to deduce that the energy decays
E(t)≤ c˜c˜ + c˜tq ,
where c˜i (i = , , ) are constants.
() As in [], let  < q < 




, ∀i = , ,
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